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1. Phonological impairments is one of the type of what impairment

     	      Hearing

     	      Vision

     	--->> Speech

     	      Mental

2. Mention one of the causes of visual impairment

     	--->> Albinism

     	      Crossed eyes

     	      Eyelids

     	      Distant things

3. The inability to carry out distructive activities associated with movements of body 
parts due to muscular or bone deformities or diseases is known as what

     	      Muscles deformity

     	      Mental disorder

     	--->> Muscular skeletal disability

     	      Handicapped

4. Mention one of the areas affected in diamensions of disability

     	      Ability

     	--->> Self direction

     	      Mental

     	      Reading

5. When a person has certain limitations in mental functioning, it is called what

     	      Neuro disability
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     	      Muscular disability

     	--->> Mental retardation

     	      Physical growth

6. Absence of a particular part of a body or organ is called what

     	      wrinkled

     	      impairment

     	--->> disability

     	      difficulty

7. A deseased or a defective tissue or part of it refers to what

     	      disabled

     	--->> impairment

     	      muscle

     	      damaged

8. One of the signs of hearing impairment include what

     	      Processing disorder

     	      The child does not follow simple directions

     	      The child will not have frequent colds and sore throats

     	--->> Genetic factors

9. All levels of hearing loss refers to what

     	      Visual impairment

     	--->> Hearing impairment

     	      Cortical impairment

     	      Disorder

10. The morons are educatable mentally retarded at what level of IQ
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     	      30-50

     	      40-60

     	      60-80

     	--->> 50-75
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